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INTRODUCTION

WINE & 
WATER

It would be diffi  cult to introduce a 2018 
guide to South African wine without 
mentioning fi rst up the terrible drought 
that aff ected the Cape throughout the 
2018 harvest, growing season and for 
many months before.

This is a theme that is touched 
upon across this Buyers’ Guide, with 
winemakers, viticulturists, buyers and 
retailers all sharing views on how bad 
the situation is, what can be done on 
the ground and in the UK to safeguard 
the South African industry in the future, 
and the positives that have come out of 
the drought.

One such positive is the expected 
quality of South Africa’s premium 
off ering from 2018. While production 
was down 15% on 2017, the quality of the 
fruit which found its way to the winery 
has got winemakers and the UK trade 
very excited indeed. Discover more 
about this in the roundtable discussion 
on pages 24-26, where industry 
experts debate the 2018 harvest, how 
to sell premium SA wine in the off -trade 
and whether MCC could be the next 
big thing.

Elsewhere, we look at the emerging 
trends in the vineyard and in the bottle 
to keep an eye on over the next 12 
months, take a history lesson on the 
Cape’s blended wine scene and discover 
why blends are so important today, and 
investigate why premium South African 
wine is undervalued and under-priced 
in the UK and what – if anything – can be 
done about it. 

Expect all of this and more over the 
next 34 pages as we delve deep into this 
fascinating and ever-exciting wine-
producing nation.
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INDEPENDENTS

Six merchants from across the country reveal their bestselling  
entry-level and premium South African wines, plus give insight  
into why South Africa works for them, why their customers rate  
SA wine, and where improvements can be made

INDIE HITS

THEATRE OF WINE

JASON MILLAR
Bestselling sub-£8 SA wine: For £8 you can have anything from the unbeatably good-value 
False Bay range, made at the biodynamic Waterkloof estate; the Chenin Blanc, Syrah and 

Cinsault rosé are all top sellers. 
Bestselling premium (£15+) SA wine: Lismore Reserve Chardonnay 2016 (£28)

I believe that South Africa can compete with anywhere these days, but I tend to 
recommend bolder Cape reds to people who like the southern Rhône, since 

they have grape varieties in common and a natural warmth and richness that doesn’t 
come from oak. There’s some excellent Syrah too, such as Johan Reyneke’s, which often 
flies under the radar. I also think that the Chardonnay and Pinot Noir being made by 
people such as Peter-Allan Finlayson at Crystallum give the Sonoma Coast in California a 
run for its money, certainly on price. When it comes to entry-level wines, I think South 
Africa is the country to beat, with only Spain challenging it for value.

“Our customers like the combination of good prices and distinctive blends, such as 
the Cape white blend, that offer new flavours. The Cape has also been doing a brilliant 
job of fault-free low-intervention winemaking that lets fruit and terroir shine without 
being lured on to the rocks of zero sulphur winemaking.

“There is still more room for improvement when it comes to producer-led tastings 
and events, so wine lovers can meet the winemakers and understand just how terroir-
led the new wave winemakers of the Cape are, not to mention how much potential 
there is for the future.”

LOKI WINE

PHIL INNES
Bestselling sub-£8 SA wine: n/a 

Bestselling premium (£15+) SA wine: The 
Chocolate Block (£25) and Lazarac Merlot 

(£16)

South Africa still offers great value 
for money, while having a really 

diverse array of styles and varieties. A lot 
of the producers are still making 
European-style wines, which appeal to 
the more traditional customer, whereas 
there is also a large natural wine 
movement there as well.

“We find it easy to hand sell SA wine in 
our shops because the quality-to-price 
ratio is usually very good, and it gives 
the staff a lot to talk about because the 
country has some of the most exciting 
new natural wine movements in the 
world, as well as the wine estates with lots 
of history. For us, South Africa competes 
mainly with Argentina and Australia, 
although to some extent France as well.

“My favourite South African wine is 
Hartenberg’s Gravel Hill – for me it is the 
most sophisticated SA Shiraz. The wine 
has an incredible depth and structure 
while also managing to be bold and 
elegant at the same time. Stunning wine.”

We find it easy to hand 
sell SA wine in our shops 
because the quality-to-price 
ratio is usually very good
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NOEL YOUNG WINES

NOEL YOUNG
Bestselling sub-£8 SA wine: Cape Heights Chenin Blanc 2017,  

£7.20 
Bestselling premium (£15+) SA wine: Vuurberg White £15.99

When it comes to South Africa, my customers like the 
style, the flavours and the price. Chenin in particular as 

it’s so food friendly, and different in style from crisp and fresh to 
rich and oaky. Also the more restrained styles of Sauvignon Blanc 
are popular and wooded Chardonnays. The Rhône/Cape blends 
are getting a real following too, both red and white, and there is a 
good market still for Pinotage and the bigger reds such as 
Chocolate Block.

“On the whole, the labels and regions are easy to understand, 
the producers have been pretty proactive and we have had a lot 
of winemaker visits, which really helps. More and more people 
are travelling to SA and that too is really helping, as they tend to 
come back so impressed.

“My personal favourite SA wine is probably the Beau 
Constantia ‘Pas de Nom’ 2016 (£15.95). This is a delicious red, a 
blend of 47% Cabernet Franc, 38% Merlot, 9% Malbec, 6%  
Shiraz. It’s a lovely bright style from Constantia – a wine that  
we discovered a few years back and is brought in by 
Vindependents. Nothing leafy or overripe and great with a  
light chill.”

WOLSELEY WINE LOFT

DAVE EGLINGTON
Bestselling sub-£8 SA wine: Aloe Tree 

Colombard-Sauvignon Blanc 2017, on offer 
at £5.95 or case of 6 for £33 

Bestselling premium (£15+) SA wine: De 
Kleine Wijn Koöp Knapsekêrel Cabernet 

Franc 2014, £24.95

Our customers have quite a 
contradictory relationship with 

South Africa. On one hand our bestselling 
wine in the shop at the moment in the 
Aloe Tree white – but this is purely 
because it’s on a heavily discounted offer 
from our supplier. Aside from that it 
doesn’t sell that well as a country, unless 
it’s a hand sell. I currently think it’s an 
after-thought, but hopefully the new  
wave wines will give a splash of colour to 
the scene.

“These producers are very important 
when it comes to promoting SA. Many 
small producers are only just emerging 
from under the mighty KWV-type 
canopies that have been absorbing all the 
light, but change is coming along, with 
smaller importers such as Red Squirrel 
leading the way. There is a lot of potential 
for South Africa.

“I think South Africa has tried to make 
a wine its own, like NZ Sauvignon Blanc 
and Argentine Malbec, with Drink Chenin, 
but I don’t think it’s either the right 
grape or road to go down. If producers 
work together more, big and small, grab 
a spare month and make it theirs with 
an exciting promotion focused on new, 
young producers or different varieties 
and expressions then it could work. Sell 
South Africa as the place to be, get people 
there – trade and consumers alike – and let 
the wines complete the picture.” 

Change is 
coming, 
with smaller 
importers 
leading the 
way
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THE OXFORD WINE COMPANY

EMILY SILVA
Bestselling sub-£8 SA wine: Hutton Ridge Chenin Blanc, Coastal 

Region, £7.25 
Bestselling premium (£15+) SA wine: Circumstance Cabernet 

Sauvignon, Waterkloof, £16.75

South Africa is producing wines of good quality at  
all price points, right from the cheaper, more everyday 

wines, up to the super-premium. A particular strength at the 
moment is the new wave of boutique producers who are making 
excellent quality, slightly off-piste wines that aren’t priced over 
the odds, which is exactly what a lot of our customers are  
looking for.

“We have a very strong South African range, particularly in 
the £15-£25 bracket, and there’s plenty of enthusiasm for South 
Africa among our staff, and rightly so. Most of our retail sales over 
about £13 are hand sells, and since opening a new store last year 
in the centre of Oxford, on a pedestrian street, surrounded by the 
colleges, this has only increased. Customers are coming to that 
shop looking for something slightly off-piste, and South African 
wines are doing a very good job at fitting the bill.  

“Putting in face time with the staff is one of the best things that 
producers and importers can do to help increase sales, whether 
it’s in the form of staff training, or customer tasting events.”  

HEDONISM

LAURENCE WALKER
Bestselling sub-£8 SA wine: n/a 

Bestselling premium (£15+) SA wine: Hamilton Russell Chardonnay 
2016 (£30)

I think South Africa offers a great mix of extremely 
well-made international styles at good price points that 

are easy to drink and enjoy – Hamilton Russell, Rupert & 
Rothschild, Cape Point, Boekenhoutskloof – as well as plenty  
of good weirdness and successful innovation to appeal to the 
more cerebral consumer, such as wines from Blankbottle and  
Adi Badenhorst.

“The majority of the team are big fans of South African wine 
and the quirkier, innovative wines really let them get their teeth 
into hand-sells, while the quality of the more international 
styles lets them recommend with confidence. On the shelf they 
compete with New World classical styles, particularly Australia 
for the Chardonnays and Bordeaux blends and New Zealand for 
the Pinot Noirs.

“If producers and importers can make sure that prices stay 
relatively stable and they keep innovating then there are lots 
more opportunities to sell lots more wine.”

A particular 
strength at 
the moment 
is the new 
wave of 
boutique 
producers
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TRADE VIEW

We quizzed UK supermarket buyers and national 
account managers to discover how the UK 
marketplace is shaping up for South African wine, 
where the opportunities are and what dangers face 
the category

GROCERY 
INSIGHT

WINE BUYER, WAITROSE

VICTORIA MASON
HOW IS SOUTH AFRICAN WINE PERFORMING FOR 
WAITROSE AT THE MOMENT?
The sales growth trend within South African wine of the past 
four years continues at Waitrose. Our performance against 
the market is still strong, more than 6% for value and 9% for 
volume. 

FROM A CONSUMER POINT OF VIEW, WHICH OTHER 
COUNTRIES COMPETE WITH SA ON PRICE AND 
STYLE?
Australia and Chile.

HAS THE 2018 HARVEST MADE IT HARDER TO 
SOURCE WINES, AND HAS THIS PUSHED UP PRICE?
Waitrose has strong long-term relationships with its  
supply base in South Africa and sourcing the volume required 
has not been a problem, in spite of the drought and the 
shortages.

WHICH SA WINE TRENDS DO YOU SEE DEVELOPING 
OVER THE NEXT TWO YEARS?
Growth in popularity of Pinotage and Chenin Blanc at all price 
levels. At the same time key international varieties, notably 
Sauvignon Blanc and Pinot Grigio, will continue to grow 
apace. There will be new interest in South African Malbec, 
off the back of the success of Argentinian Malbec, continued 
focus on Rhône varieties, both red and white, and more 
regional identity emerging, with more site-specific wines.

HOW IMPORTANT IS THE UPCOMING CAPE WINE FAIR 
FOR YOU WHEN IT COMES TO SEEKING NEW WINES 
FOR YOUR PORTFOLIO?
Cape Wine 2018 will be my first Cape Wine fair as I started 
buying South Africa just over two years ago, and it happens 
every three years only. It will be hugely important to my 
understanding of future opportunities for my range and 
potential new partnerships, not just immediately but for the 
next two to five years. The chance to meet winemakers and 
producers who I otherwise wouldn’t have time to visit, and 
attend the many seminars, masterclasses and additional 
tastings, is indispensable. 

WINE BUYER, THE CO-OPERATIVE

EDWARD ROBINSON
HOW IS THE SOUTH AFRICA CATEGORY PERFORMING FOR THE CO-OP?
Sales of our South African wines are in good health, recording 7-8% growth in the 
past 12 months. Sales of our Fairtrade South Africa wines in particular are very 
buoyant. The focus remains very much around the £5 level, but there is evidence 
to indicate that this is moving upwards. The quality of the wines has risen steadily 
over the years and more and more customers realise now that South Africa delivers 
real value for money at all price levels.

FROM A CONSUMER POINT OF VIEW, WHICH OTHER COUNTRIES 
COMPETE WITH SA ON PRICE AND STYLE?
Spain has historically been close to South Africa at the lower end of the market, 
of course. Stylistically, South Africa has been successful at carving out its own 
particular approach. A good South African Sauvignon, for example, does not aim to 
be Kiwi or French in style – and nor should it. The reds, even the inexpensive ones, 
are capable of showing an abundance of red fruit, with their signature “smokiness” 
proving less and less of an issue.

HAS THE LOW-YIELDING 2018 HARVEST AFFECTED YOU AT ALL?
We have been very fortunate as we have long-term arrangements in place, 
particularly with our Fairtrade producers, so we have been pretty relaxed about 
the situation, to be honest. There are rumours of some UK buyers panic-buying, 
however, and it is fair to say that any slack in the market has been well and 
truly taken up. Pricing, as a consequence, has been driven upwards and it will be 
interesting to see how producers react to the 2019 harvest.
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NATIONAL ACCOUNT MANAGER, DISTELL

ED BETTS
HOW IS SOUTH AFRICAN WINE PERFORMING FOR 
DISTELL?
Really well. Since we moved to a direct to market model at 
the start of 2017 we’ve really been able to focus on our core 
portfolio and have made great inroads with Nederburg in the 
major multiples. We’ve also got plans in place to grow this 
further to create a truly global brand. It’s one of the few South 
African brands that has true heritage and a rich history of 
winemaking. 

WHICH SOUTH AFRICAN VARIETIES, BLENDS AND 
STYLES WORK BEST FOR YOUR CUSTOMERS IN  
THE UK?
South Africa is unique in that it can make wines that are 
stylistically both Old and New World. The country has the 
diversity of terroirs, altitudes and climates that enables most 
grape varieties to be grown to a high quality. At the moment 
the most popular varieties in the UK are the noble grape 
varieties as well as the more classic SA varieties of Pinotage 
and Chenin Blanc. Pinot Grigio is an emerging trend that is 
only restricted by area-under-vine at the moment. 

HOW DO SUPERMARKETS ENCOURAGE CUSTOMERS 
TO DRINK MORE SOUTH AFRICAN WINE?
In the UK South African wine has a challenge ahead of 
it. It’s been treated as a commodity and traded at very 
competitive price points. This was helped by increased yields 
and favourable exchange rates. As a result South Africa was 
able to supply wines for opening price point ranges. Over 
time, South African wines became anchored in this bulk wine 
market and have struggled to create a reason for consumers 
to pay more. Instead, consumers switch countries and trade 
up into the more brand-led countries such as Australia or 
South America where the bigger branded wines provide a 
trade-up option.

WHAT PART CAN YOU AND OTHER PRODUCERS PLAY 
IN THIS?
As a group we need to be able to provide a reason for 
consumers to trade up. The reality of the market is that 
South Africa is becoming more and more expensive to 
produce wine and the entry-level price point wines are no 
longer sustainable. As a result the area under vine has been 
declining, with farmers moving to more profitable crops. This 
has been exacerbated by the short vintage this year which 
had a major impact on the volume market. Distell and the 
other producers need to work together to show that South 
African wine is more than bulk liquid and if you spend just 
a small amount more per bottle you gain access to some of 
the best wines in the world. This will take time and part of it 
will be to develop global brands such as Nederburg and build 
provenance in the regions.

HEAD OF WINE OPERATIONS, MORRISONS

MARK JARMAN
WHICH SOUTH AFRICAN VARIETIES, BLENDS AND 
STYLES WORK BEST FOR YOUR CUSTOMERS?
Chenin and Pinotage still sell particularly well and 
clearly have a very strong franchise with Morrisons 
customers. Our Morrisons The Best Chenin Blanc and 
The Best Pinotage have both won gold medals in recent 
international competitions, which has helped to secure 
their position as firm favourites.

WHAT DO YOU LOOK FOR WHEN SOURCING WINES 
FROM SA?
I’m looking for wines that reflect the real excitement 
South Africa is capable of. Great purity of fruit and 
brilliant varietal expression are givens, but what I 
want to see are wines that have that hint of Old World 
complexity, minerality and texture that can set South 
African wines apart from the rest of the New World. I 
also want to see great examples of the varieties that 
South Africa is becoming famous for – old-vine Cinsault 
and classic Rhône varieties such as Grenache Blanc, 
Marsanne, Roussanne and Mourvèdre. But these need to 
be affordable and represent great value.

HOW ADVENTUROUS ARE YOUR CUSTOMERS WHEN 
IT COMES TO SOUTH AFRICA?
We need to take customers on a journey. The encouraging 
evidence is that they are prepared to come on this journey 
with us and have a real thirst for new and exciting South 
African styles. We have worked hard to champion South 
Africa’s potential to produce great wines from the dry-
farmed regions, such as the Swartland. Following my 
sourcing trip in 2016, we have changed around 80% of the 
range and the offer now more closely reflects the diversity 
and excitement for which South Africa is becoming 
justifiably renowned. Sales of the new wines have been 
extremely encouraging, proving that our customers have 
the confidence and desire to try new South African wines 
that they aren’t yet familiar with.  
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F
or the on-trade, South 
Africa has traditionally 
excelled at the 
value-for-money end 
of the market, with 
by-the-glass being a 

real strength. While it continues to offer 
great value here, increasingly South 
African wines are making waves at the 
other end of the scale as restaurants and 
bars look to SA’s premium end to add 
interest and excitement to their lists.

There’s a growing feeling among 
importers and producers that, to become 
more sustainable in terms of steady 
listings across a variety of price points, 
South Africa must continue to push the 
premium, especially given the precarious 
nature of many by-the-glass listings due 
to the fickleness of business at this end.

PREMIUM 
MAKING 
WAVES

What’s working for South Africa 
and what needs work in the UK on-
trade? Chris Wilson sniffs out the 
opportunities at both ends of the price 
spectrum

ON-TRADE

“If South Africa has the lowest price on 
Pinot Grigio one year it will gain traction, 
but that could move annually to Chile, 
Italy or Romania,” says Distell commercial 
director Joseph Walsh. “Buyers are still 
driven on price, particularly on the scale 
end of the on-trade. South Africa has 
always represented value for money, so 
it was able to gain good representation 
on the by-the-glass offerings. The sad 
reality is the by-the-glass category is so 
competitive that buyers for nationals 
often tend to show little loyalty to region 
and are more concerned with price.”

Walsh believes that by focusing on 
this end of the market many fantastic 
premium wines never get the attention 
they deserve, but thinks this is changing 
and has been pulled into even sharper 
focus by the recent drought in the Cape. 
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best South African wines and we now see 
many more listings on the smartest wine 
lists,” he says. The fact that South African 
wines are very food-friendly simply adds 
to the appeal. “The whites and reds can 
provide the whole spectrum – freshness, 
texture, power, restraint, energy. They 
have it all,” says Quinlan.

While the wines themselves may offer 
everything a sommelier and customer 
wants, David Cartwright, director of 
importer Seckford Agencies, still believes 
it’s a hard task to sell premium SA wine in 
the on-trade. “One step at a time – listings 
will follow once the structural reputation 
of South African wine changes in coming 
years. Yes you can get Eben [Sadie] or 
Adi [Badenhorst] wines at Core by Clare 
Smyth, and the like which is great, but 
that’s not exactly mainstream.”

Cartwright is very happy with how 
well SA is doing for his business overall, 
however. “It’s doing extremely well,” he 
says. “The past 12-18 months have seen 
an increasing number of trade clients, 
followed by shoppers, supporting the 
over £10 category for South Africa. This 
area of the total UK market is having a 
hard time – France in particular – and 
South Africa is well positioned to 
maintain its momentum here. Between 
£10 and £20 I can’t think of any other 
country offering such a wonderful price 
to quality ratio.”

This is a view echoed by restaurateur 
Roger Jones, whose Michelin-starred The 
Harrow at Little Bedwyn seems to expand 
the South African section of its wine list 
almost daily. “We started to invest back in 
2013, when the rand was of great benefit, 
and have continued to do so since,” says 
Jones. “We host events both in the UK and 
in South Africa promoting the great wines 
from this country, and even went to New 
Zealand last year to host a New Zealand 
vs South Africa Wine Challenge, matched 
with food.”

He feels there are huge opportunities 
to do much more with South Africa in the 
on-trade as consumers still have not seen 
enough of the great SA wines in the UK. 
“Our customers love SA wines so much 
that we take at least a dozen with us every 
January to Cape Town. Our list of SA wines 
is now more than 100 bins and don’t 

forget we specialise in Australian wines,” 
he adds.

Distell's Walsh believes that many 
opportunities for South Africa lie within 
exploring regionality and lesser-known 
varieties and shouting about these things. 
“Buyers tell us they are interested to hear 
about cultivars not usually associated 
with South Africa, such as Albarino or 
Tempranillo. They also want to know 
about areas such as Swartland, Elgin and 
Franschhoek.”

OPPORTUNITIES
For Seckford's Cartwright, South 
Africa’s opportunities are “limitless”, 
but “education is key”, especially in 
the on-trade. “We must work with the 
on-trade gatekeepers to move SA out 
of the box marked ‘cheap and cheerful’ 
and into the box marked ‘beautifully 
crafted, handmade, world-class wines’. 
South African wines are made with 
varieties that all areas of the on-trade 
can understand and work with. If you 
want to see a great example in action, 
look at the Red Carnation group of hotels 
and the incredible efforts they make to 
ensure that South African wines are the 
dominant country in their 4- and 5-star 
hotels.”

He’s excited about the future of 
South African wine, a future that will be 
underpinned by unlimited opportunities 
to try out new ideas in the vineyard, the 
winery and in the marketplace. “The 
energy and the attitude from our partners 
to constantly look at new ideas is so 
exciting,” says Cartwright. “Our suppliers 
are always asking themselves, ‘what are 
the reasons the UK shopper will buy this 
wine, what are the reasons that a UK 
buyer would sell this wine?’ This applies 
as much to an estate like Rustenberg, 
founded in 1682, as it does to a 
whippersnapper such as Topiary – which 
is less than five years old in its current 
guise. It’s all, and I mean all, about the 
people when it comes to South African 
wines and winemaking.”

Swig's Quinlan adds: “As a group of 
winemakers the South Africans have a 
great camaraderie. They work together 
with a massive energy. When they travel 
that energy and enthusiasm does too and 
it’s hard not to get swept up in it all. Their 
wines, too, offer massive diversity of style 
and price and deliver at every price point.”

So if importers, buyers and 
restaurateurs can all continue to chip 
away at the increasingly interesting 
and talked-about premium end of the 
spectrum while the industry maintains its 
enviable quality-to-price mix at the other 
end of the scale, then this two-pronged 
attack should stand South Africa in good 
stead for the future.    

The energy and the attitude 
from our partners to 
constantly look at new ideas 
is so exciting

It's now a necessity 
to premiumise
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“Given the droughts in South Africa it is 
no longer a wish to premiumise, it is a 
necessity, and we shouldn’t be ashamed 
to do so. South Africa has some amazing 
estates and wineries and the shortages 
enable us to highlight these and show that 
SA can now compete with other, more 
established regions.”

POSITIVE PRESS
Damon Quinlan from importer Swig 
– which has an enviable South African 
portfolio and spearheads the New Wave 
SA tasting – believes that selling premium 
SA wine is getting easier by the day, 
helped massively by the positive press 
many of these new wave producers are 
getting and also by the UK’s burgeoning 
and experimental restaurant scene.

“There’s a huge enthusiasm for the 
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SUSTAINABILITY

PRICE 
POINT 
PERILS
Drought, political uncertainty, sand 
mining and the profitability of other 
fruit crops are just a few of the issues 
affecting the availability and price of 
quality grapes in the Western Cape. 
What can be done to make the grape-
growing industry more sustainable  
and help tackle these problems? 
Darren Smith investigates.

O  
n the surface, it’s hard 
to imagine how the 
worst drought in 100 
years could be seen as 
good news for South 
African wine. Yet that 

appears to have been the conclusion at 
Vinpro’s annual state of the industry 
Information Day, held in Cape Town 
earlier this year. 

For many people trading in South 
African wine, one of the most attractive 
points of difference in recent years 
has been its very favourable price-to-
quality ratio at all levels. But there has 
been recognition in South Africa that its 
low prices are simply not sustainable. 
Counterintuitive it may be, but it turns 
out that the drought and consequent 
undersupply are being seen as an 
opportunity to redress the balance.  

“The core message was that we should 
use this undersupply as a result of lower 
yields from the drought as a correcting 
agent for our pricing,” said Higgo 
Jacobs, president of the South African 
Sommeliers Association, following the 
Information Day event.   

“South Africa is in a very interesting 
time. We can’t really carry on with the 
status quo. It’s simply not economically 

We have a 
problem in 
having that 
identity of 
value for 
money
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viable. We’ve been planting grapes, first 
where grapes shouldn’t be planted, and 
then second planting the wrong varieties.  

“The guys were planting Cabernet and 
Sauvignon Blanc because that’s what they 
could sell, whereas they are now looking 
at the realities – are those varieties going to 
be sustainable if I can’t give them water?  

“This is a good thing because we’ve 
been making shit Merlot and Cabernet 
and Sauvignon Blanc and the like and 
then trying to compete on the bulk scale 
at E1 per litre, which doesn’t pay the 
farmer, it doesn’t pay the farm worker, it 
keeps labour costs at an inhumane level 
and no one is benefiting.

“Where we have a problem is in having 
that identity of value for money – that’s 
not a sustainable point of difference for 
South Africa.”  

INDUSTRY PRESSURES
The pressures on the South African 
wine industry are considerable – and 
the drought is just one element. 2017/18 
produced one of the smallest crops in 
the past decade. Overall Wines of South 
Africa expects there to be around 90 
million litres less wine to sell in 2018 
compared with 2017. 

But there are other factors affecting 
supply. First, higher production costs. 
According to Vinpro, costs have doubled 
in the past 10 years, while prices have 
stagnated. Then there’s the vines being 
pulled out of the ground. From 2007-
17 overall South Africa lost around 
7,500ha of vineyards, while currently 
less than half as many vines are planted 
as are uprooted. Then there’s inflation, 
running at around 6%-10% per year, 
the political uncertainty, with a general 
election scheduled for 2019, and further 
uncertainty relating to policy decisions 
on, for example, a controversial mining 
charter and Land Expropriation Bill.  

Such a combination of factors cannot 
fail to have an effect on price. As Vinpro 
emphasised in January, “something has 
to give”. It is part of a structural change in 
the industry which has seen it shift from 
a quantity to a quality focus and from a 
production-driven model to a market-
driven one. 

“Especially in the UK we are renowned 
for cheap, bulk, value wines, which 
have mostly been discounted in 
supermarkets,” Vinpro economist Pieter 
Van Niekerk says. “This is a symptom of 
over-production. But post-1997 South 
Africa could for the first time export 
where it wanted, when it wanted. This 
stimulated the growth of the industry, but 
not due to consumer demand. Shortly 
overproduction followed, thereafter 
diminishing margins, with culling of 
vineyards the final step.  

IMPORTER 
INSIGHT
HOW DO DROUGHT, REDUCED 
YIELDS, INFLATION, POLITICAL 
UNCERTAINTY AND HIGHER 
PRODUCTION COSTS AFFECT 
THE PRICE OF SA WINE?

Richard Kelley MW, Dreyfus 
Ashby: “We buy everything in 
sterling, which helps to counteract 
the volatility of the rand and 
ensure we have a degree of price 
stability at the retail end. We have 
taken some token increases, due 
to the high inflation factor in South 
Africa. I suspect we will see further 
increases from those sourcing 
grapes from the drought-hit areas, 
as prices rise. These will come into 
effect with the new 2017 vintage 
and the 2018s next year, but with 
the Cape enjoying a proper winter 
in 2018, let’s hope the shortages 
due to drought are now behind us.”

Hamish Young, New Generation 
Wines: “I am already paying 5%-
20% more for many of the wines 
that I buy from SA, with the first 
increases coming at the end of last 
year, and I expect to see further 
increases in the medium term. UK 
buyers are generally accepting the 
fact that prices have to rise and this 
has been made easier by the global 
undersupply making it hard just 
to switch entry-level fill to another 
country. But in the medium term 
I suspect quite a few farmers will 
either switch to other crops or stop 
altogether.”

Edward Robinson, The Co-
Operative: “We are fortunate to 
have long-term relationships in 
place, especially with our Fairtrade 
supply partners, and we will do our 
best to minimise any impact on the 
shelf. Attention is already turning 
to what next year may bring, and in 
the event of a ‘normal’ vintage will 
pricing return to its previous level? 
This will no doubt be the subject of 
hot debate for the broader SA wine 
industry as it attempts to shape its 
future and perhaps shake off the 
‘cheap and plentiful’ tag of old.”
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“Now, for a change, the vines going into 
the ground have a quality and consumer 
focus. Just take the current young guns 
and new growing areas appearing in our 
industry. This means high margins and 
even higher quality. I do believe this is a 
more sustainable future.”  

The decline in South African wine in 
the UK off-trade has been driven by the fall 
in sub-£4 wines, which are down 52% in 
value (Nielsen, year to March 2018). What’s 
more, a shift in export focus is on the way, 
as South Africa looks to diversify away from 
the UK and EU – highly competitive markets 
associated with bulk deals at rock-bottom 
price – and towards the US, China, and 
Africa, which have the potential to change 
that cheap, big-volume producer image. 

This is putting real pressure on the UK-
focused volume sellers. Amid the shortage, 
fruit prices were up 30% last year, causing 
a scramble to secure fruit, with some 
buyers reported to have engaged in short-
term, opportunistic deals. 

PRICING ISSUES
The pressure at the bulk and entry-level to 
maintain rock-bottom price is immense. If 
they don‘t get the price they want, buyers 
will go to another bulk competitor. It’s 
noteworthy that, in terms of volume sales, 
South Africa fell to sixth in the UK market 
last year as Chile overtook it. It is being 
caught by both Spain and New Zealand 
here as well, with Spain likely to overtake 
this year, according to PLB analysis.  

Nevertheless, Bernard Fontannaz, 
managing director of Origin Wine, 
remains sanguine on the issue of price. 
“Prices for 2019 will stabilise and, to a 
certain extent, soften to correct certain 
short-term current excesses, it is very 
unlikely that they will go back to the pre-
2018 level,” he says. 

“An important point to emphasise is 
that prices had to go up because, as they 
were, they were unsustainable. As such, 
for the sustainability of the wine industry, 
it is desirable to preserve the price level 
achieved to date or else we will face a 
middle-term structural supply issue.” 

Is there a danger that suppliers at the 
entry-level will lose their market share 
here to countries such as Chile for their 
lower-end wines? 

“At the price-driven entry level of the 
market it might well be the case, but as 
that level is not suited to and in line with 
the South African wine supply structure it 
is to be lost,” she says. “We have a golden 
opportunity to reset the South Africa price 
structure to make it sustainable in the 
middle term. As such, we need to realise 
that not all markets and price points are 
feasible for South African wines.” 

The message is clear: the supposed 
value for money attraction is not 

sustainable. That is true at the premium 
end as much as entry level. The New 
Wave honeymoon is now over. It will 
be vital, as vineyards become scarcer 
and competition for fruit increases, for 
premium producers to make smart 
moves here. Whether it’s farmers 
grubbing up vines to plant citrus fruit, 
limited availability of old vines, sand 
mining on the Paardeberg or urban 
development encroaching on vineyard 
land, pressures persist.   

“There’s a tipping point there,” says 
Robin Davis of Swig Wines, co-founder of 
the New Wave South Africa tasting, “where 
the best vineyards are becoming known 
about and everyone wants to source 
fruit from them. The problem is they’re 
running out. People like Sam O’ Keefe from 
Lismore, who’ve gone through that painful 
process of planting, are now starting to 
look in a pretty position.   

“For the time being the New Wave 
could run out of steam unless people get a 
bit more creative or find more investment 
to plant further afield, or are prepared 
to buy traditional varieties again from 
traditional places and make them better. 
Sijnn has done it with De Trafford. Maybe 
more of that needs to happen, otherwise 
they’re going to run out of fruit.” 

The signs are promising. The Old Vine 
Project has been invaluable in protecting 
South Africa’s old vine heritage. 

Producers are also negotiating fixed 
prices per hectare with farmers, giving 
themselves fruit security and the farmer 
income security. That helps to keep 
vineyards in the ground. They are also 
finding great fruit in less premium areas 
and by investing in these places they are 
raising up the whole industry. 

“A decade and a half ago, it was only 
areas like Constantia, Hemel-en-Aarde, 
Stellenbosch and Elgin that had vineyards 
that were regarded as quality sites for 
producing the top end,” Jacob says. “Now 
these guys are finding vineyards, mostly 
old vines, in the likes of Olifants River, 
Citrusdaal, Piekenierskloof, Breede River. 
Other producers in these traditionally 
bulk wine-producing areas were just 
selling in the past to co-op producers 
at R1,000 a tonne. Now these guys are 
coming in and they’re paying some of 
their producers R20,000 a tonne. So the 
farmers start farming their vineyards 
better, then it becomes economically 
viable again and it is possible for the 
whole of the industry to sell at a higher 
price point because the quality lifts.” 

This is the way forward. South African 
wine will not necessarily be synonymous 
with value for money for much longer. For 
anyone interested in the sustainability of 
the quality image South Africa has done so 
well to convey in recent years, this has to 
be seen as a good thing.  

Prices had 
to go up 
because 
they were 
unsustainable

Mining has become 
an issue for some 
vineyards
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What’s fuelling the dynamism in the South 
African wine scene, and which emerging 
trends are set to take centre stage over the 
next 12 months? Darren Smith goes on a 
voyage of discovery to find out

AVANT-
GARDE

T
he much-vaunted New 
Wavers have brought 
a dynamism which is 
invigorating the whole 
South African wine 
industry. Largely 

thanks to their endeavours, old varieties 
are being given a dramatic 
reinterpretation, new ones imported 
from the Mediterranean and beyond are 
coming on line, regions previously 
overlooked are coming to be prized as 
great winegrowing terroirs, alcohol 
levels are coming down, natural and 
skin-contact styles are becoming de 
rigueur. Look closely and you’ll find all 
sorts of emerging trends that are subtly 
redefining South Africa’s wine offering.   

The natural wine trend has been driven 
by producers such as the Swartland 
Independents, but now reaches far 

INNOVATION
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beyond Swartland. Even mainstream 
estates are at it. Reyneke presented its 
first no-added-SO2 wine at last year’s 
New Wave tasting in London. Also in 
Stellenbosch, Audacia, which has been 
making no-added-SO2 wines for some 
time, is now running trials on a wine 
developed using honeybush extract to 
replace SO2. Other wineries involved 
are Kanonkop, KWV, Neethlingshof, Van 
Loveren, Fairview, The Winery of Good 
Hope and Allée Bleue.  

This movement, of course, brings with 
it other associated trends. Skin contact, 
lower alcohol, vin de soif, petnats – there’s 
a cornucopia of such vinous avant-
gardism happening in South Africa now. 
The skin-contact trend can be traced 
back to Craig Hawkins. Inspired by the 
latter-day godfather of skin-contact 
whites, Josko Gravner, he made his first 

such wine in 2008. Now skin contact has 
blossomed into a whole genre. Producers 
such as Mick and Jeanine Craven, Johan 
Meyer, Lammershoek, Intellego, Thorne 
& Daughters, Scions of Sinai, Elemental 
Bob, Silwervis – they are all in on the act. 
Even ‘old-school’ estates such as Bosman, 
Diemersdal and Fairview have had a crack 
at it.

“When you do something different it 
definitely does influence everybody else, 
particularly in the wine scene because 
everybody wants to be a part of it,” the 
winemaker says. “You know, it’s FOMO 
[fear of missing out]. But I did it purely for 
selfish reasons – I just wanted to get the 
most flavour I could get. If you look at my 
skin-contact wines, 2008 and 2009 were 
some of my best. 2010, 2011 and 2012 were 
the most funky and out-there because I 
pushed the boat out, and the 2013-2018 
are much more linear and pure and the 
line that I’m looking for.” 

It may not be on the same scale as 
Australia, but the seeds of an alt-variety 
revolution have been sown in South 
Africa, with some surprising varieties 
already in the ground or about to come on 
line. Who knew, for example, that there 
were 14ha of Harslevelu planted across 
seven regions in South Africa?  

GREEK VARIETIES
“You’ve got the Greek varieties that 
are coming through, which will work 
fantastically well here,” says Hawkins, 
particularly referring to Assyrtiko, which 
will be planted for the first time this year 
by Jordan Wines. “Then there’s grapes 
coming on line in 2020-21 - things like 
Frappato. That’s something I really love 
and I’m definitely going to be planting 
some when it’s available. Now there’s 
Macabeu which is available, Vermentino, 
which is awesome. I’m planting that  
next year.” 

Arguably the most exciting of these, 
however, is Grenache Noir. According 
to Wines of South Africa, Grenache Noir 
plantings rose by 15% from 2014-2017, 
but still stand at just 357ha. However that 
figure is sure to rise.  

Hawkins, whose King of Grapes 
Grenache speaks volumes for the Pinot-
esque potential of the variety, is planting 
Grenache vines north of-Piket-Bo-Berg 
in the Swartland. Eben Sadie’s Soldaat is 
made from fruit near Piketberg. There 
are also good examples from David Sadie 
and Adi Badenhorst, the latter’s Raaigras 
cuvée coming from the oldest Grenache 
vineyard in South Africa.  

The name to follow, though, is Johan 
Meyer. He is planting 5ha of Grenache, 
along with Pinot Noir, at his new farm at 
Bo-Piketberg with the help of Rosa Kruger.  

“There’s is a big lack of Grenache,” 
Meyer says, “and more and more people 
are waking up to it now and starting to 
plant it on the right sites, so I think within 
the next 10 years you’re going to see 
amazing stuff coming out of Swartland.” 

The part of the Swartland where 
Meyer is planting benefits from the same 
decomposed granite/granite block soils 
that are found in Gredos, near Madrid, 

When you do something 
different it definitely does 
influence everybody else, 
particularly in the wine scene

New varieties are 
coming to the fore
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which Comando G winemakers Dani 
Landi and Fernando Garcia have made 
cultishly famous in the last few years.    

“The Comando G guys, they’ve kind of 
proved its potential. If you look through 
their wine, it’s low in alcohol, it’s not as 
rich, it’s more elegant, lighter in colour – 
and that’s what you can do on these poor 
granitic soils,” argues Meyer. “We just lack 
the altitude, and that’s what I’m trying to 
do now in Piketberg. I can go where there 
is a lot of schist and a lot of shale soil. Up 
there I’m sitting at 1,000m above sea level, 
so that’s potentially a great spot to plant it.” 

Picking up on the South Africa’s Cape 
Port heritage, there is now a boom in 
Portuguese red varieties. “This is rising for 
sure,” says Imogen Taylor, who recently 
interned with Johan "Stompie" Meyer in 
the Swartland.

“Stompie processed Touriga Nacional 
this year for the first time with fruit 
from the Kweeperfontein farm [owned 
by Jasper Wickens] next door to Adi 
Badenhorst. Adi has just released his first 
100% Tinta Barocca, as well as planting 
Touriga Nacional, more Tinta Barocca, 
Souzao and Bastardo. Duncan Savage 
produces his 100% Touriga Nacional 
Are We There Yet with fruit from Malgas. 
Sijnn also makes a 100% Touriga Nacional 
[produced at De Trafford in Stellenbosch]. 
Marelise Niemann makes one from Bot 
River. And of course, there’s Eben Sadie.” 

LIGHTER EXPRESSIONS
Then there are the lighter expressions 
of Pinotage and Cinsault, both of which 
have positive heritage links, but are now 
showing a new face through the lighter, 
juicier styles now proliferating. “Some of 
the most profound red wines I’ve tried in 
South Africa recently,” says Red Squirrel’s 
Nik Darlington, “have been lighter styles 
of Pinotage and vin de soif styles of 
Cinsault, both considered heritage grapes 
of the Cape to varying extents.”

A small group of producers – Hamilton 
Russell, David & Nadia, Spioenkopm, 
Radford Dale and Beaumont among 
them– have been at the forefront of the 
lighter Pinotage styles. Higgo Jacobs, 
president of the South African Sommelier 
Association, has followed this Pinotage 
renaissance closely. 

“I’m super-excited about Pinotage when 
properly identified as an early-ripening 
variety and not pushed for concentration 
with extraction and oak,” he says.  “In 
this style it lends itself to freshness, even 
from warmer regions, and offers much 
more fruit and drinking fun in unwooded 
and uncomplicated form than other 
commonly planted red varieties. 

Such reimagining of tradition is not 
just limited to grape varieties either. As 
South Africa transitions from a quantity 

to a quality focus, many once overlooked 
regions are coming to be recognised as 
prime winegrowing terroirs.

“A quality awareness is happening in 
all regions,” says Jacobs. “For example, 
some of the best Chenins are now coming 
out of the Breede River area. It’s an area 
that was not selling any wines for more 
than R50 per bottle and is now producing 
some of the top Chenins in the country.”

Darlington is equally aware of, and 

impressed by, wines from lesser-known – 
sometimes unknown – parts of the Cape. 

“The big change I’ve witnessed in 
the past few years is the emergence 
of peripheral wine regions with 
genuinely ambitious wines, none more 
extraordinary than Bertie Coetzee’s 
Lowerland wines from Prieska in the 
Northern Cape, a historic agricultural 
heartland along the mighty Orange 
River and about 1,000m above sea level, 
but closer to Botswana than Cape Town,” 
he says.

“The authorities in South Africa are 
catching up with emerging trends. A few 
years ago the funkier styles or esoteric 
origins would be frowned upon or 
downright rejected, but now those in 
power are finding a space for them, and 
consequently we’re seeing more demand 
for wines that push boundaries, which 
can only be healthy for the industry as  
a whole.”  

I’m super-excited about 
Pinotage when properly 
identified as an early-
ripening variety
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BLENDS
South African blends – both red and 
white – are back and stronger than ever. 
Chris Wilson looks at the importance 
of blended Cape wines with a nod to 
the past and an eye on the future

S  
ometimes a wine can 
be greater than the 
sum of its parts – just 
look at a handful of the 
most famous wines in 
the world, from 

first-growth Clarets to Châteauneuf-du-
Pape and Penfold’s Grange. All of these 
are blends comprising two or more 
varieties which complement each other, 
bringing out the best in each grape while 
simultaneously foiling each grape’s flaws.

South Africa has a long history of 
blends, with Stellenbosch leading the way 
with its world-renowned Bordeaux-style 
blends. But more recently Rhône-style 
blends – both red and white – from the 
Swartland, and elsewhere, have been 
making waves. There has also been a  
push for Cape blends, red wines built 
around Pinotage and one or more other 
red grapes.

“I would venture to say that blends 
were what the industry was built on 
and still make a major contribution to 
the wine offering from the Cape,” says  
Thorne & Daughters winemaker John 
Seccombe, who is quick to point out that 
he’s not a South African wine historian 
but has an obvious interest in this area.

“An easy example to cite would be 
the wonderful ‘Cabernet Sauvignons’ of 
the 1950-70s that often contained large, 
undeclared portions of Cinsault. I think 
mono-varietalism and focus on single 
sites is a relatively new phenomenon 
that reflects the wine world’s interest in 
regions such as Burgundy, where these 
factors are king. Going back 50-100 years, 
winemakers would certainly have known 
where their best wines were coming from, 
but I think there would have been less 
compunction about blending to achieve 
the qualities they were looking for.”

With these classic Old World-a-like 
blends, South Africa proved that it not 
only had the quality of fruit to compete 
on the international stage but also the 
winemaking know-how and nuance to 
build age-worthy and noteworthy blends 
in the style of European greats. This is still 
the case, of course, but now there is also a 
growing confidence in the industry which 
means that South African winemakers 
are innovating, experimenting and 
challenging previously established 
boundaries, and the products of this 

Blends were 
what the 
industry was 
built on and 
still make 
a major 
contribution 
to the wine 
offering from 
the Cape

ART 
OF THE 
BLEND
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a more premium price point. “Blends 
are becoming more important within 
white wine too,” says wine buyer Victoria 
Mason. “I launched a white Rhône 
blend last year – Grenache/Marsanne/
Roussanne – and this is really sparking 
customer interest. Blends based on 
Chenin Blanc and Sauvignon Blanc also 
work well,” she adds.

ORIGIN STORIES
Andrea Freeborough has a different take. 
She believes that not having a variety to 
scream at the consumer from the front of 
the bottle offers an opportunity to tell the 
story of the wine’s origin where “various 
elements are weaved into a beautiful 
harmonious blend, like a symphony 
orchestra handles a complicated coming-
together of notes delivered by various 
instruments”. These wines, she believes, 
can be loved not only for their taste, but 
also for their story.

So if you can convince the shopper 
to take a closer look and engage in the 
story then that’s half the battle won. If 
not then old-fashioned hand selling can 
often work, which is why some of SA’s top 
wines – blends or otherwise – excel in the 
indie sector and in the on-trade. “There’s 
always a bit of hand selling that goes into 

Vineyards in 
Stellenbosch

getting these wines into people’s glasses,” 
says Seccombe.

“The on-trade has been incredible 
for us in this respect. We often have a 
personal contact with sommeliers and 
this allows them to communicate well 
about our wines and give customers the 
confidence to try them. Once they have 
had a good initial experience with the 
wine, they’re more likely to return to 
them. It’s easy to sell something once, but 
when you get customers coming back to 
you every year you know you’re getting it 
right. I think individual brands fly the flag 
for the category and get people into that 
way of thinking.” 

The resurgence of South African blends 
on UK shelves and wine lists has certainly 
come about in part as a result of the 
Swartland revolution over the past five 
years, as it’s here that many of the Rhône 
varieties which make up these blends are 
grown. This is no surprise, says Barlow.

“Viticulturally these varieties tend 
to not have a high or any amount of 
pyrazines that modern consumers 
and critics are running away from and 
which make more precision viticulture 
a prerequisite to make modern styles of 
Bordeaux red varieties. As a result, with 
Rhône varieties you don’t need to get the 
vines to push ripeness levels, meaning 
you can pick earlier if you want to go 
for a more bony style as opposed to the 
big, ripe, Rhônes styles popularised by 
Australia, which I think are super, by  
the way.”

Seccombe, who uses Swartland fruit 
in many of his wines, thinks that the 
revolution extends beyond Swartland and 
Rhône grapes and in the future we will 
see Cape blends made up from varieties 
plucked from all over the Old World and 
grown all over the Western Cape. 

“There is more competition in the Cape 
every year, and this has been enormously 
positive for the industry,” he says. “It has 
forced producers to take a hard look at 
investment in the vineyard and what 
grape varieties can deliver the best quality 
from the available sites. Producers are 
looking all over Europe for varieties that 
are better suited to their climates,” he says.

There’s no doubt that Stellenbosch’s 
Cabernet and Merlot-dominant blends 
will continue to sit at the top of South 
Africa’s wine hierarchy on wine lists  
and in the minds of consumers for some 
time to come. But as perceptions change 
about what’s possible and farmers 
experiment with a more diverse palette  
of varieties (out of interest and also out  
of necessity with a view to climate change 
and future drought episodes), expect to 
see an increasingly colourful spectrum  
of red and white blends coming out of  
the Cape.  

are some of the most interesting and 
inventive blended wines around.

“What we’re now seeing is a new wave 
of vibrant, complex, interesting and 
delicious blends, featuring cultivars from 
across the spectrum,” says Nederburg 
cellarmaster Andrea Freeborough. 
“Capturing the imagination and attention 
of global opinion formers, as conduits 
to the consumer market, is crucial, 
thereby building trust in South African 
wines while simultaneously encouraging 
awareness of other South African wines 
and wine styles.”

It’s one thing building trust in South 
African wine among consumers, but it’s 
another getting consumers to cotton on 
to the concept and joy of blended wines, 
especially from the New World, when 
many buy on variety alone. “The frame of 
reference for the consumer is very single-
varietal oriented, largely due to the New 
World wine growth and the pigeonholing 
of the New World into single varietal-
dominated categories in mainstream 
retail and on-trade representation,” says 
Murray Barlow, winemaker and owner of 
Rustenberg Wines.

“I think consumers are just plain scared 
of blended wine because they don’t know 
what they are going to get. We see this as 
a huge issue in selling white blends where 
consumers just don’t know what flavour 
profile, oak regime etc they are letting 
themselves in for and, as a result, there 
is a very limited number of high-volume, 
commercially successful white blends.”

This is true in the supermarket aisles, 
where Waitrose, for example, sees more 
interest in its red blends from South 
Africa than its whites, with these typically 
based on Syrah and made in a Rhône 
style, or Bordeaux blends, which attract 

It’s easy to sell something 
once, but when you get 
customers coming back to 
you every year you know 
you’re getting it right
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Sarah Gandy,  
head of UK marketing, Distell 

What are the big issues affecting South African wine? Customer perception 
in off and on-trades, price sensitivity in the UK market, the 2018 harvest and 
sustainability are all up there. Chris Wilson assembled a team of industry 
experts to discuss these issues and more

THE GREAT  
CAPE DEBATE

ROUNDTABLE

Martin Green, 
editor, Drinks Retailing News

Bridget Hosty, 
trade marketing manager, Distell

THE 
PANEL
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WHICH STYLES OF WINES MOST 
IMPRESSED YOU TODAY, AND 
DO THEY REFLECT A CHANGE 
OF TACK FOR SOUTH AFRICAN 
WINEMAKING?
Jo Wehring: One of the stand-out wines 
was the Lismore Syrah and there’s 
definitely a trend towards making wines 
in a softer, lighter, more delicate style 
– I think that works really well. MCC 
[Methode Cap Classique] is exciting too 
and there are quite a few producers now 
adding a MCC to their portfolio so I think 
we will see more of that coming across.
Neleen Strauss: I think that the heavy 
Pinotages have become elegant, beautiful 
Pinotages and the Syrahs are getting 
more and more lean and elegant, so that’s 
working, I’m seeing people drinking Syrah 
in the middle of the summer because it is 
lighter in style now.
Jason Millar: Across the board South 
Africa works really well, people take to 
the inexpensive wines. On a value for 

money front it’s really difficult to beat, 
but among the more premium offerings 
it’s Syrah that’s one of South Africa’s most 
interesting grapes. When you taste things 
such as Lismore you see the potential for 
a much more elegant style that is moving 
towards a northern Rhône personality. I 
also think South Africa makes stunning 
Chardonnay.
Martin Green: I have seen a movement 
from producers to make a slightly more 
elegant and restrained style of wine. 
I really like white blends from South 
Africa – I think they have great potential. 
The tasting showed the versatility of the 
country and the dynamism of some of the 
winemakers.

CAN METHODE CAP CLASSIQUE 
BECOME THE NEXT BIG THING FOR 
SOUTH AFRICA?
Sarah Gandy: I am desperate for the 
industry to promote the category more 
to consumers. There’s such an amazing 

selection and quality, but how do we get 
this across to consumers? The French 
have done such a great job, the Italians 
have done such a great job, so how do we 
carve our niche out? Maybe we need an 
intervention or a campaign to get retailers 
to give more space to Cap Classique. 
Bridget Hosty: You have Champagne 
and Prosecco and MCC sits somewhere 
in the middle, so getting consumers to 
understand that it’s like Champagne in 
style but made in South Africa is quite 
hard to do without sounding really 
pretentious. 
JW: We had a focus on MCC at our 
Intrepid tasting last year and we are going 
to do something similar for Cape Wine. 
If you look back at what happened with 
Swartland it’s really about educating the 
trade first and foremost and then when 
that trend starts to materialise you tend to 
see the retailers looking at it. 
JM: For me it’s the least interesting part 
of South African wine at the moment.  

Hosted by: St 
Barts Brewery, 
Smithfields, London

Jason Millar,  
retail director, Theatre of Wine

Neleen Strauss,  
owner, High Timber

Jo Wehring, UK marketing manager, 
Wines of South Africa

The French 
and Italians 
have done 
such a great 
job, so how 
do we carve 
our niche out
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I think one of the difficulties of the MCC 
category is that when you look at what 
else is happening in South Africa it’s 
all about carving out specific flavours, 
terroirs, regional identities. Then, when 
you go down the Champagne-method 
route, that’s really difficult because 
suddenly you’re competing with everyone 
in the world who is making a Champagne-
method wine and there’s nothing 
distinctly South African about MCC. This 
all makes it a harder proposition unless 
you talk about value and then you’re 
competing with lots of other people such 
as Cava, California and Australia.

HAS THE DIFFICULT 2018 
HARVEST MADE SOUTH AFRICAN 
WINES SCARCER, AND HAS THIS 
PUSHED UP PRICE?
JW: In terms of the harvest we were about 
15% down on the total for the previous 
year, so actually not as bad as some of the 
initial predictions, and because of stock 
levels we have about 9% less wine to sell. 
Very encouragingly we’ve had a lot of rain 
which is really, really good news in terms 
of going forward. Looking at the exports 
to the UK for June 2018, by value we are 
up 8% for packaged wine and 15% for bulk 
from the previous year (MAT). Total value 
is up 10% to the UK – it’s very encouraging 
to see value growing as this is something 
we are aiming to do.
SG: At the moment we’re seeing people 
becoming more interested in South 
Africa in general, which helps. Because 
the original predictions were that volume 
would be about 30% down it’s good hear 
that it’s not so bad and that prices won’t be 
hugely affected. I think it’s sad that South 
Africa is in this situation with the drought 
but good news for the consumer in terms 
of price/quality.  
JM: We have seen price rises but relative 
to what is happening with the exchange 
rate vs the Euro and so on rather than 
because of shortages. We see price rises 
but not in the same way we have for other 
countries. In terms of the premium wines 
it’s much less price sensitive, there are 

brackets where if it goes over a certain 
amount you start to get into certain 
customers. There is probably some room 
here to reward the producers for the work 
they are doing by getting a slightly higher 
price. For South Africa our average price 
is around the £12-£13 mark, so for me it’s 
the £15-£30 mark where South Africa 
does its best work, that’s where it’s really 
competitive with other countries.

IN LIGHT OF THE RECENT 
DROUGHT IN THE CAPE 
WINELANDS, WHAT CAN BE DONE 
BY THE INDUSTRY TO SAFEGUARD 
AGAINST FUTURE PROBLEMS 
AND TO BECOME EVEN MORE 
SUSTAINABLE?
NS: People are just waking up in general 
to the drought, and it’s not going to be 
solved by the government. People are 
going to have to come up with individual 
water-saving plans. It’s the individuals 
who will come up with ways to solve the 
water shortage, plant better and make 
better plans.
SG: We are taking this situation at the 
moment as ‘this is what it’s going to be 
like going forwards’. It’s not just going 
to be fixed because we’ve had rain – we 
need consistent years of rain – but also 
what happened this year will affect what’s 
released in two to three years’ time. Wine 
is cellared, kept in barrels etc, so the effect 
of this is going to be ongoing. At Distell we 
are looking for our own water sources, 
digging bore holes on all our estates 
for the people who live on the estates, 
the workers. We are growing drought-
resistant grape varieties – we are doing 
lots of things.  We have to look outside 
what we’ve always done and do new and 
different things.
JM: One of the things that’s interesting 
is how adaptable and reactive South 
Africa has been to different trends and 
developments in wine and now there’s 
an opportunity to lead the way when it 
comes to drought and climate change 
in a way that, for example, Napa Valley 
cannot.

SG: Sustainability is high on our agenda. 
We effectively see ourselves as an 
industry leader and a lot of people look to 
us to see what we’re doing. We’re planting 
in new areas and with grape varieties 
we’ve never planted before to see what’s 
sustainable and what works. We need to 
look at what we can grow with less water.
JM: From a marketing perspective, when 
it comes to telling these stories about 
sustainability you need the space and 
opportunities to do so, which is not 
something you can do in the supermarket. 
It’s something I can do, it’s something 
Neleen can do, but the supermarkets take 
a more focused approach. 
NS: Looking at the positives, the wines 
from the 2018 harvest should be very 
interesting, the top wines should be better 
because the berries are smaller. The 
winemaker at Jordan is very excited about 
its top wines, so good things can come 
from it. 

It’s sad South 
Africa is in 
this situation 
with the 
drought, 
but good 
news for the 
consumer 
in terms of 
price/quality
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HOW IMPORTANT IS TOURISM 
TO THE SOUTH AFRICAN WINE 
INDUSTRY IN TERMS OF GETTING 
UK CONSUMERS TO TASTE WINES 
ON THE GROUND THEN BRING 
THEIR LOVE OF THEM BACK TO 
THE UK?
JM: I think it’s massive actually. So few 
people that I know in terms of the 
customers we work with have been to 
South Africa or even considered going 
there. For South Africa is has all the 
elements in place – it has amazing people, 
it helps that they speak English, the 
country itself is beautiful, it’s easy to get 
around but I really don’t think it’s on the 
radar for people to go out there. It’s a huge 
opportunity.
JW: For a UK consumer it still sits in  
that 'trip of a lifetime' category, and  
going there is priceless for the wine 
industry.
NS: Once you’re there it’s slam dunk! 

CAP CLASSIQUE
LABORIE MCC BLANC DE BLANC 2010 
(£14.95, NORTH SOUTH WINE)
Elegant and toasty with delicate bubbles and 
a rich toffee and brioche finish

PONGRACZ BRUT NV  
(£25-£30, DISTELL)
Bright and fresh with buttery, toasty 
characters and ripe apple and pear fruit

LA BRI SAUVAGE CAP CLASSIQUE 
BLANC DE BLANCS 2011  
(£36, PORTAL, DINGWALL & NORRIS)
Very lean with a bread dough nose and 
angular palate. Sharp on the finish

DE WETSHOF CAP CLASSIQUE BRUT 
NV (£25, ELLIS WINES)
Much more developed with a woody, toasty 
nose. Rich and nicely weighted in the mouth 
with smooth mousse

KLEINE ZALZE METHODE CAP 
CLASSIQUE CHARDONNAY/PINOT 
NOIR NV (£20.50, HATCH MANSFIELD)
Simple and earthy with summer fruits and 
very lively bubbles. Very nice drinking

PONGRACZ ROSÉ NV  
(£25-£30, DISTELL)
Creamy and ripe with strawberry fruit and a 
crisp finish. Full but fresh

PANEL 
TASTING
As food for thought ahead of this year’s round table 
discussion we invited the panellists to taste four 
flights of South African wines. Each one showcased a 
side of the Cape scene which should chime well with 
UK buyers and consumers, from traditional method 
sparkling wines to red and white blends. 

WHITES
NEDERBURG ‘THE ANCHORMAN’ 
CHENIN BLANC 2017  
(£25-£30, DISTELL)
Textured, creamy and long with a peppery 
tingle on the tongue. Lush and generous

NEDERBURG ‘THE BEAUTIFUL LADY’ 
GEWÜRZTRAMINER 2016  
(£25-£30, DISTELL)
Punchy Turkish Delight nose with rose water 
and lavender on the palate. Sumptuous and 
full with delicious lime acidity

OLIFANTSBERG BLANC 2016  
(£16.49, HALLGARTEN)
Balanced, fresh and textured with 
grapefruit, lime and nectarine fruit

SWARTLAND WINERY GRANITE ROCK 
BLEND 2017 (£9.99, HALLGARTEN)
Hint of Plasticine and mineral on the nose. 
Lemon fruit with crisp acidity and an oily 
finish

ZORGVLIET ‘SIMONÉ’ 2016  
(£18, BOUTINOT)
Pithy and firm with red grapefruit and lime. 
Great balance and length with savoury 
astringency

VUURBERG WHITE 2016  
(£19.50, BOUTINOT)
Rich and textured with notable wood 
influence. Green fruit and a touch of spice

RED BLENDS
KWV THE MENTORS ORCHESTRA 2014 
(£14.99, NORTH SOUTH WINES)
Big and thick with barbecue sauce flavours 
and sweet wood on the finish. Developed and 
weighty

 
 

TASTING 
FLIGHTS
CAP CLASSIQUE

WHITES

RED BLENDS

SYRAH/SHIRAZ
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KWV BIG BILL RED 2016 (£8.99, 
NORTH SOUTH WINES)
Easy drinking with upfront cherryade 
characters and some refreshing herbal notes

NEDERBURG ‘THE MOTORCYLE 
MARVEL’ 2015 (£25-£30, DISTELL)
Polished and juicy with a smooth texture 
and focused berry fruit. Some tapenade and 
cured meat notes too

LA BRI AFFINITY 2013 (£18, PORTAL, 
DINGWALL & NORRIS)
Herby, minty, long and chewy with plenty of 
black fruit and decent tannic framework

OLIFANTSBERG SILHOUETTE 2014 
(£15.99, HALLGARTEN)
Crunchy black and mulberry fruit, 
eucalyptus and fresh herbs. Soft finish with 
great length

GROOT CONSTANTIA GOUVERNEURS 
RESERVE 2015 (£29.99, HALLGARTEN)
Very old school in style with tomato stalk, 
bell pepper and blackberries. Very appealing 
with a plush mouthfeel

SWARTLAND WINERY IDELIA CAPE 
BLEND 2013 (£19.99, HALLGARTEN)
Bold, deep and complex – mushrooms, 
blackberry and mint. Slightly confected with 
a dash of smokiness too

KLEINE ZALZE VINEYARD SELECTION 
SHIRAZ/MOURVÈDRE/VIOGNIER 2013 
(£15.20, HATCH MANSFIELD)
Structured and meaty with plenty of tertiary 
clout (leather, tobacco) to balance the 
brooding fruit

VUURBERG RESERVE 2015  
(£18, BOUTINOT)
Big and muscular but still very youthful. 
Delicious, elegant fruit and purity

SYRAH/SHIRAZ
LA BRI SYRAH 2015 (£18.30, PORTAL, 
DINGWALL & NORRIS)
Black fruit and maple syrup with a fleshy 
texture and a whack of white pepper spice

LAIBACH LADYBIRD 2015  
(£15.95, ELLIS WINES)
A hefty, developed Shiraz that’s tense and 
extracted with a thick, chewy finish

LISMORE SYRAH 2016  
(£29.99, HALLGARTEN)
Crisp and floral with raspberry, dried violet 
and redcurrant notes. So silky, precise and 
refined

OLIFANTSBERG SYRAH 2016  
(£15.99, HALLGARTEN)
Meaty on the nose with structure and robust 
tannins. A gentle spice carries this along 
effortlessly 

SWARTLAND WINERY BUSH VINE 
SYRAH 2015 (£14.99, HALLGARTEN)
Complex with big, bold fruit. A humungous, 

meaty Syrah with a big whack of alcohol and 
a slight herby finish

BACKSBERG PUMPHOUSE SHIRAZ 
2016 (£17.95, ELLIS WINES)
Balanced and harmonious with brooding 
black fruit and tar and liquorice characters 

KLOOVENBURG SHIRAZ 2015  
(£13.99, BOUTINOT)
Juicy and ripe with smooth red and  
black fruit and a sumptuous texture. Very 
easy drinking  

Thanks to suppliers Distell, Hallgarten & 
Novum, Portal, Dingwall & Norris, Ellis 
Wines, Boutinot, North South Wines and 
Hatch Mansfield, and to St Bart’s Brewery 
of Smithfield for hosting.
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I
t was a neat 
coincidence. On the 
day that I sat down to 
write a piece about 
the price of South 
African wine in the 

UK, Roland Peens of Wine Cellar in Cape 
Town launched his 2015 Vintage 
Investment Portfolio (VIP), offering a 
line-up of “blue chip” Cape brands to his 
well-heeled customers. The wines, all 
red, retail for between R180 and R600 a 
bottle in the domestic market and 
feature many famous names, including 
Boekenhoutskloof, Kanonkop, Meerlust, 
Mullineux, Rustenberg, Thelema, 
Tokara, Vilafonté and Warwick. The 258 
bottles, under 22 labels, are not 
necessarily the most expensive in the 
country, nor even the best in some cases, 
but offer a potential return on 
investment over five years, according to 
Peens. Yours for R100,000.

This is new territory for South African 
wine. The prices of the top labels have 
been creeping up in recent years, helped 
by initiatives such as the Stellenbosch 
Cabernet Collective and the success of the 
Cape Winemakers Guild, Nederburg and 
Cape Wine Auctions, as well as positive 
reviews from wine critics, but until now, 
very few people thought of them as 
an investment opportunity. Part of the 
problem is that South African wines, as 
Peens admits, have a “relatively low price 
ceiling”. When I published my 2017 South 
Africa Special Report, only 17 of the 1,700 
wines I tasted had a rand retail price over 
R1,000 (£57 at today’s exchange rate). 
Outside the Cape, South African wines 
rarely feature in auction catalogues – they 
are not collectible in the way that the best 
of Bordeaux, Burgundy, Australia or the 
Napa Valley are. At least for now.

Two things need to be said here. First, 
the quality of the best Cape wines is a 

RAISING 
THE BAR
Tim Atkin MW investigates why premium South 
African wine is undervalued and under-priced in the 
UK and what importers – and indeed nature – are 
doing to change perceptions

match for anything produced elsewhere 
in the New World. Second, they are 
under-priced. If you use 90+ scores as a 
measure of quality (and I’m aware some 
people don’t), then South Africa has the 
cheapest fine wine sector in the world. 
R388, the average price of a wine in Wine 
Cellar’s selection, wouldn’t get you much 
from Pauillac, Pommard or Pomerol. “We 
need a more sophisticated and mature 
secondary market,” says Peens. "We are 
already seeing fine South African wines at 
more correct prices levels.”

This may be true at the top end, but in 
the mass market South Africa has an image 
problem. Or, in some places, virtually no 
image. To put things in perspective, 61% of 
the country’s exports are in bulk and only 
Spain has a lower per-litre price. Things 
are not much better at home. Roughly 80% 
of the wine on the domestic market retails 
for less than R40 a bottle. The quality is 
undoubtedly there, but many wine farms 
are marginal concerns at best. Growers are 
switching to other crops and pulling out 
unprofitable vineyards which were hit by 
the low yields in 2018. 

How does this affect the UK, South 
Africa’s biggest overseas market? Well, 
exports have gone up 10% by value in 
the past 12 months, according to Wines 
of South Africa, and there’s a buzz in the 
on-trade and the independent sector, but 

It’s really hard to put a wine 
on the shelf below £7.50, 
but plenty of people are 
prepared to pay more and 
try different things

PRICING
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bulk, sold mostly through supermarkets, 
is still king. For all its critical success, South 
Africa’s average price point is £5 a bottle in 
the off-trade, ninth in the list of the top 10 
exporters, ahead of only Germany (£4.78). 
Oh, for the price points achieved by New 
Zealand (£7.21) or France (£7.21). 

PRICING LEVELS
This may be about to change, however. 
Bulk prices out of South Africa have 
rocketed by 20%-25%, partly because 
of demand but also because the 2018 
harvest was down by 15% on 2017, which 
was already a short vintage. The worst-hit 
areas were those that supply bulk wines, 
especially the normally irrigated, high-
yielding Olifants River. It’s hard to see the 
average price point staying at £5, but even 
if it goes up to, say, £5.25 or even £5.50, 
it would still leave South Africa under-
priced against its competitors.

“Under £10, South Africa offers 
exceptional value,” says Waitrose wine 
buyer Victoria Mason. The challenge, she 
adds, is to build sales in the £10-£15 sector, 
where: “South Africa really over-delivers. 
Unlike New Zealand with Sauvignon 
Blanc, or Argentina with Malbec, it 
doesn’t have a go-to wine style yet. But I’d 
like to make it all about Chenin.” 

Oddbins buyer Jenny Smith says South 
Africa has an opportunity because of the 
bulk price hikes. “It’s really hard to put a 
wine on the shelf below £7.50, but plenty 
of people are prepared to pay more and 
try different things, including natural and 
low-sulphur wines. Our range goes up to 
£42 for Boekenhoutskloof Syrah, but we 
sell lots of things between £15 and £25, 
and way more at those prices from South 
Africa than from Chile or Argentina.”

Greg Sherwood MW, senior buyer for 
South African specialist Handford Wines, 
agrees that branded and entry-level 
wines still offer “fantastic value”, but 
says the mid-market is not the bargain it 
once was. “It’s getting tougher because 
as soon as something gets a good score 
or review, it goes up in price.” At the top 

end, however, he believes the wines are 
too cheap. “The local market doesn’t have 
enough experience to reward the top 
wines and that, in turn, has held back the 
international market.”

Talking of wines that are tradeable, 
Justerini & Brooks recently launched its 
first South African offer, while Chris Alheit, 
arguably the Cape’s most exciting up-and-
coming producer, has recently hosted 
a solo tasting of his remarkable latest 
releases in London. Down the road from 
J&B, Berry Bros has long championed 
producers such as Mullineux, Sadie Family 
and Waterford, extolling South Africa’s 
presence on the “global fine wine map”.

The only downside, at least at the top 
end, is that volumes are often small. Mike 
Ratcliffe, managing partner at Vilafonté, 
one of South Africa’s most successful 
luxury wine brands, says: “Fragmentation 
is our biggest obstacle. We need to turn 
a niche into a wedge into a category. It’s 
not enough to show our wines at a Young 
Guns tasting in London. We need to be in 
New York, Tokyo and Shanghai as well. To 
be internationally relevant a wine needs 
to produce 1,000 cases minimum.” 

Damon Quinlan, Swig director, 
concedes the “pool of people who want 
to buy South African over £30 is still 
very small”, but adds: “There’s been an 
amazing progression. South Africa was 
way behind California and Australia, 
but it’s catching up fast.” He points to 
the importance of Boekenhoutskloof’s 
The Chocolate Block, which is “doing 
for South Africa what Cloudy Bay did 
for New Zealand all those years ago”, 
persuading people to pay £20. 

Maybe the on-trade holds the key to 
South Africa’s image problem in the UK. 
Neleen Strauss, owner of High Timber, says 
people will still spend more on French than 
Cape wine in her restaurant, but things are 
shifting. “The ceiling is £300 for the former 
and £125 for the latter. But 15 years ago, it 
was impossible to sell South African wine 
over £50. There’s been a huge and positive 
swing.” Long may it continue.  
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THE PRODUCER
JOSEPH WALSH, 
COMMERCIAL DIRECTOR, 
DISTELL

HOW BADLY HAS THE DROUGHT 
AFFECTED WINELANDS?
The severity of the drought should not be 
underestimated. This will be the South 
Africa category’s biggest challenge to 
overcome for many years. All irrigation 
farming had been restricted and farmers 
have turned to other, more profitable 
crops, such as strawberries. Day Zero 
was very real. This was the date when 
authorities were switching the taps off 
and residents would have to queue at 
wells for water. Cape Town was going to 
become the first developed city in the 
world that ran out of water.

WHAT IS DISTELL DOING TO PLAN 
FOR THE FUTURE?
As one of South Africa’s leading wine 
producers, we have to take the lead, not 
only for the good of Distell but for the 
South African wine category to survive, 
and we are actively progressing a number 
of key initiatives.

ARE YOU EXPERIMENTING WITH 
DROUGHT-RESISTANT VARIETIES 
AND CLONES?
We are experimenting with drought-
resistant root stocks, which need less 
water to ripen the crop. We are also 
investigating early-ripening varieties. 
Indigenous varieties such as Chenin and 
Pinotage are perfect for this and enable 
us to remove crops in the first week in 
February. We are also exploring more 
interesting varieties not usually associated 
with South Africa, such as Verdelho, 
which ripens really early, as does 
Grenache Blanc. Red varieties are more 
challenging but Tempranillo is another 
good example, so we are looking at more 
Mediterranean cultivars.

HOW CAN YOU REDUCE WATER 
USAGE IN THE VINEYARD?
Irrigation monitoring is more prevalent 
now to improve usage. Science also plays 
a more important role than it used to. 
Our farmers are much more careful with 
how they irrigate and measure how much 
we need to put into the soil. We now use 
pressure bombs to measure the water 
tension within the plant and establish if 
we need to irrigate or not. If the plant is in 
stress it will receive priority.

THE DAMS IN THE CAPE ARE 
FILLING UP THANKS TO PLENTY 
OF WINTER RAIN, BUT HOW 
IMPORTANT IS IT THAT PEOPLE 

Following an extended period of drought in the Cape, the 
2018 harvest was 15% down on the previous year. This has 
hit farmers, producers and farm workers hard, prompting 
action across the industry to save water and safeguard the 
future of South African wine. As the rains finally fell in the 
Western Cape, Chris Wilson quizzed buyers, producers 
and growers about their strategies for overcoming the 
impact of the drought and their plans for the future

WATER  
CRISIS

FUTURE PLANNING
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DO NOT BECOME COMPLACENT 
REGARDING WATER USE?
The Cape’s crisis was the result of not 
investing in desalination plants, an influx 
in migration and a savage, three-year 
drought. Thankfully, residents joined 
together to limit usage and managed to 
reduce their daily intake from 1.2 billion 
litres to 522 million litres, representing 
an unprecedented act of collective 
water conservation. We have seen 
some much-needed winter rains which 
have helped dams rise, but more is still 
needed. One thing is for certain – water 
security will become more of an issue 
in the future and it something Distell is 
keen to establish when working with our 
network of farmers and estates for the 
long term.

THE IMPORTER
NIK DARLINGTON, 
MANAGING DIRECTOR, RED 
SQUIRREL WINE

HAS YOUR SOUTH AFRICAN 
PORTFOLIO BEEN AFFECTED BY 
THE RECENT DROUGHT?
Yes, to some extent – principally in dry-
farmed areas such as the Swartland. We 
have a grower in the Northern Cape who 
hasn’t been too affected, and the people 
we work with who source fruit from 
the likes of Elgin are OK, while Black 
Elephant Vintners in Franschhoek has 
been affected but it's not as detrimental 
as elsewhere. All in all there is just a bit 
less wine to go around, sometimes a lot 
less. We couldn’t include any Viura in the 
2018 vintage of the Eekhoring white we 
make with De Kleine Wijn Koöp, as there 
simply wasn’t enough available.

DO YOU HAVE ANY FIGURES OF 
HOW YIELDS ARE DOWN?
Jacques de Klerk’s yields for his Reverie 
Chenin Blanc, the grapes for which are 
sourced from an old vineyard on the 
Paardeberg, are heavily down, with 70% 
less wine made in 2018 compared to 
2017. Also on the Paardeberg, Andrew 
Wightman at Môrelig farm managed to 
eke out just 34 litres of his 2018 vintage 
Old Bushvine Chenin Blanc, which I saw 
sitting sadly in a single demijohn in his 
cellar earlier this year. The wine will be 
lovely, but only a few will get to drink it.

HAVE YOU HAD TO MANAGE YOUR 
CUSTOMERS IN ANY WAY AS A 
RESULT OF THE DROUGHT?
For us it’s just a case of ongoing 
dialogue with growers and managing 
expectations of customers here in the 
UK. We are primarily working with 
boutique operations anyway , so low 

volumes are very much priced in. In the 
longer-term the market here may need 
to readjust price-wise, and customers for 
South African wines be prepared to pay 
more for the best bottles from the very 
best producers, as these tend to derive 
from the lower-yielding, dry-farmed 
vineyards disproportionately affected 
by drought conditions. This may not 
be a bad thing long term for South 
African wine, however, as it makes these 
vineyards more financially sustainable.

ARE YOUR PRODUCERS IN THE 
CAPE CONSIDERING PLANTING 
DROUGHT-RESISTANT VARIETIES 
AND CLONES?
Certainly a number of growers in the 
Cape are already working diligently 
on this so yes, I expect to see more 
experimentation with cultivars. Cinsault 
is already making great headway, for 
instance, and forms the dominant 
part of our new Eekhoring red blend 
(alongside Syrah and Pinotage), while we 
include things such as Grenache Blanc 
and Marsanne in the Eekhoring white, 
alongside Chenin Blanc.

THE DAMS IN THE CAPE ARE 
FILLING UP THANKS TO PLENTY 
OF WINTER RAIN, BUT HOW 
IMPORTANT IS IT THAT PEOPLE 
DO NOT BECOME COMPLACENT 
REGARDING WATER USE?
I spend up to a month in the Cape each 
year and this year my impression has 
definitely been that the effects of the 
drought have really hit home hard, 
perhaps in a way they hadn’t in the 
preceding years. The public campaigns 
are everywhere – billboards, radio, TV,  
in everyday conversation – so my hope 
and expectation is that the measures 
people have had to take in conserving 
water will become ingrained. Because 
yes, there’s been masses of rain lately, 
but everyone is aware it could only 
be a momentary respite and drought 
conditions can quickly return. We 
should be thankful, however, for this 
breathing space and hope for a bit more 
wine in 2019.

THE VITICULTURIST
CHARLES VISSER, CHIEF 
VITICULTURIST, VITITEC

WHAT ARE YOU DOING TO HELP 
SAFEGUARD SOUTH AFRICA’S 
WINE INDUSTRY?
Since 2007 we have been involved in an 
import programme to provide a wider 
range of cultivars for South African 
winemakers to be more innovative in 
their plantings and capable of producing 
exciting wines suitable for the changing 
market. A total of 17 new varieties and 63 
new clones were imported over the past 
eight years.

ARE THESE ALL DROUGHT-
RESISTANT?
Some of these varieties, mainly from the 
Mediterranean area, can be South African 
wine producers’ answer to adapting to 
climate change. South African viticulture 
traditionally relies on varieties from the 
northern part of the European viticulture 
zone, such as Cabernet Sauvignon, 
Merlot, Pinot Noir, Chardonnay etc, 
which produce wines of excellent 
quality and will continue to do so for the 
near future. However, if the predicted 
climatic forecasts are correct, it would be 
necessary to evaluate varieties adapted to 
hot and dry conditions. With this in mind, 
the import programme will evaluate 
varieties traditionally grown under 
drought conditions, including Assyrtiko, 
Macabeu/Viura, Vermentino, Sauvignon 
Gris and Marselan.

AS WELL AS DROUGHT-
RESISTANCE ARE YOU LOOKING 
AT VARIETIES WHICH ARE MORE 
ADAPTIVE TO WATER STRESS?
Yes, and this work is ongoing with other 
grape varieties such as Agiorgitiko, 
Nero d’Avola, Zinfandel/Primitivo) and 
Torrontes.

THE WINEMAKER
JOHN SECCOMBE, THORNE & 
DAUGHTERS

FOLLOWING THE DROUGHT AND 
THE POOR 2018 HARVEST WHAT 
WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE CHANGE?
I would like to see much more of the 
southern Rhône varieties in the hotter 
regions of South Africa, as I think that the 
wines we would be producing would be 
much better adapted to the climate and 
culture. If we take Grenache, for example, 
it is certainly better adapted to dry land 
conditions, and the recent drought has 
made us all look at how we can use water 
more effectively.  

Since 2007 we have been 
involved in an import 
programme to provide a 
wider range of cultivars
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T
he Western Cape’s 
three-year drought 
has brought into sharp 
focus the need to 
plant more drought-
resistant grape 

varieties and this is happening across 
South Africa’s winelands. But, for many 
years now, winemakers have been 
experimenting with lesser-known 
grapes to produce unique and eye-
catching wines, regardless of their ability 
to resist drought.

Grape varieties from Italy, Greece, 
Turkey and California have been 
plundered in recent years by Cape 
winegrowers in search of the next big 
thing, or simply to bring a flash of colour 
and variation to the winemaking gamut. 
Here we take a look at some of South 

GRAPES

Chris Wilson gets to grips with the 
Cape’s lesser-known varieties

UNFAMILIAR 
VARIETIES

Africa’s lesser-known varieties and 
plantings.

ASSYRTIKO
You’d expect maverick, pioneering 
winemaker Eben Sadie to be at the 
forefront of varietal experimentation in 
the Cape, and you’d not be wrong. He 
was one of the first to plant Greek white 
Assyrtiko and has reported superb results 
so far. The fact that this grape is drought, 
heat and sunburn-resistant also helps 
hugely, and others are following suit, 
including Jordan and Sijnn. 

BARBERA
If you thought Australia was leading the 
Italian-grapes-outside-of-Italy revolution, 
think again, because the Cape is having 
a good crack at it. Barbera has been 

cropping up in Cape blends for years and 
it’s now making its mark as a single variety 
wine. Altydgedacht in the Tygerberg, 
Merwida in Breedekloof and The Drift 
Farm in Napier all make highly-acclaimed 
versions, with The Drift’s ‘Gift Horse’ a 
classy and opulent, raspberry and herb 
joy. Back in 2010 winemaker Thys Louw 
from Diemersdal Wine Estate planted 
South Africa’s first Grüner Veltliner 
vines. Three years later he produced the 
2013 Grüner, an aromatic and mineral 
version of Austria’s most famous wine. 
Fast-forward to 2018 and there are further 
vintages under Louw’s belt and talk of 
other producers following suit.

HÁRSLEVELŰ
How Hungary’s second grape came to 
find itself planted in the Tulbagh Valley 
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remains a mystery, but a handful of 
plots were planted back in the 1970s 
and producers including Lemberg Wine 
Estates and Lammershoek still farm the 
grape and make some very interesting 
wines from it. Unlike many better-known 
white varieties, it performs well when 
made in an oxidative style, offering 
chewy, tangy, cider apple notes as well as 
incredible freshness.

NERO D’AVOLA
On top of the wine it produces, Bosman 
Family Vineyards in Wellington runs a 
vine cuttings nursery and sources much 
of its equipment for this from Italy. After 
many visits to Italy over the past two 
decades it saw Mediterranean varieties 
thriving in hot climates with little water 
and decided to experiment in the Cape 

with Nero d’Avola. Its first commercial 
vintage in 2015 was a great success. Others 
are said to be following suit.

SANGIOVESE
For many years this Tuscan mainstay 
has found its way into South African red 
blends – Bouchard Finlayson's ‘Hannibal’ 
is a notable blend of Sangiovese/Pinot 
Noir/Nebbiolo/Syrah/Barbera and 
Mourvèdre – but more recently it has been 
used as an expression in its own right. 
Fairview makes a 100% Sangiovese from 
fruit grown in Darling, while Morgenster 
makes a Sangiovese rosé called Caruso.

TINTA BARROCA
Just a handful of single-variety Tinta 
Barroca wines are made in its native 
Portugal, where the grape is primarily 

used as a component of port, so to find 
one in South Africa is a rare thing indeed. 
The climate seems perfect to make 
intense, juicy and bold expressions of this 
underappreciated grape. Momento in 
Bot River and Boplaas in Calitzdorp both 
produce noteworthy examples. 

WHITE ZINFANDEL
This Tizer-hued wine – famous for its 
ubiquity in a thousand convenience 
stores – rarely comes from anywhere 
other than California, where its off-dry, 
confected characters have a particular 
type of audience. Not so any longer, as 
Stellenbosch’s Blaauwklippen Vineyard 
makes it’s very own White Zin and it’s a 
revelation – dry, lean, bony, with red apple 
and cherry fruit. The trouble will come in 
convincing everyone it’s not sweet.   

Varieties 
from Italy, 
Greece and 
California 
have been 
plundered in 
recent years
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